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A Murder and A Heist 

The field, muddied and war-torn from epochs of conflict, was covered in a dense, smoky 

mist. At least the white fog looked like mist. At times, the fog moved with a slow methodical 

purpose: machine-like. Then, abruptly, in short, violent bursts, it swirled to life, as if running 

away from a predator…as if it were alive.  

The powerful old man, long of beard and white hair, always wore the same look of righteous 

anger on his wizened and wrinkled face as he pulled on the heavy chains; much too long as if he 

needed to keep what they held at a distance; and much too thick, as if what they held were far too 

dangerous too risk setting them free. His face, though it clearly carried the terrible weight of 

wisdom, glowed a welcoming light like the moon. Though soft and serene, the light was also 

blinding and made it difficult to see his features clearly. Except for his eyes, which radiated with 

unspeakable pain suffered over ages too long to imagine. His worn, wrinkled flesh hummed with 

raw arcane power. The kind of power that made many worship the sun. The kind of power that 

created as it destroyed. 

Attached to each of the five chains were five great, dead, or dying stars. It was tough to see, 

the mist clouded them somewhat, almost purposefully, as if it meant to punish the stars by 

engulfing them in darkness. 

The old man, though strong, struggles. His footing is troubled. Each step precarious. The 

crunching of breaking clay beneath his feet make it hard to hear what he is saying. His lips move 

with great care: his message is dire. 

The mist parts, and his long, labored steps reveal the horror.  
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He is walking on the broken bones of his treasured friends and family—the field littered with 

their consecrated remains, their skulls, jaws open as if screaming, still hold the horrified pangs of 

death from the terrible battle. The sickening crunch of each step, breaking not clay but bone, cuts 

through the silence that fills the air.  

Then, as if by divine will, she can finally hear what he is saying… 

“the End has Come.” 

 

*** 

 

Fortuna woke up panting in a cold sweat, though not just from the nightmare. The baetylus 

dust was wearing off, she would need more. She always needed more. She cursed the Creator 

every morning for mornings in general, never mind one after a night of drinking and dusting.  

Throwing off the covers and sitting up, she let her feet hit the cold floor, hoping it would 

finish shaking the nightmare off. Plagued by nightmares constantly—a hazard of the job, she 

believed—she found this one was, as usual, particularly disturbing. She hated dreaming about the 

end of the world, the drinking and dusting both helped and made it worse. 

Made from enchanted Baetylus ore, one of many such ores mined exclusively on Thule’s 

moons, Baetylus Dust is one of many mystical narcotics available in Julfar: the “Oasis by the 

Sea” as it is called, an idiom instantly accepted by anyone who ever sets eyes upon the beautiful 

city. Located in the Lamassu province of Dilmun, thousands of kilometers north of Eden near 

Tethys Cove, the city seems both like an ancient kingdom and a new metropolis. 
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The trade city enjoys many more freedoms than most. Its founder Shezmu, a Lion-headed 

Lamassu—a being with the head of an animal and a humanoid body with flesh like cracked-

leather, and clawed hands and feet—has little regard for the laws passed by the Pangaean Senate: 

The twelve-member panel that consists of a representative of each of Pangaea’s empires, save for 

the Kindred and Anunnaki. The Senate is responsible for passing laws all the empires observe 

but the reality is all the trade cities enjoy a great deal of sovereignty.  

The Cat-headed Lamassu whore in her bed stirred in complaint on the intrusion into her dust-

induced sleep. Fortuna tried to remember her name, but couldn’t, nor really cared to. 

Images flashed through her mind in a chaotic mess—mugic, dancing, drinking, dusting, 

laughing, partying, death, destruction, fire, chaos, her Queen-Mother- the old man—she grabbed 

her head, forcefully massaging her temples to make it stop. What in Gehinnom are you up to, 

Juno? Arguably the most powerful being in existence and commanding arguably the most 

powerful army in the Three Realms, if her mother were truly going to start another war, Atlantis, 

maybe even all of Pangaea, could be left irrevocably devastated this time. 

Swiping her hand across the air—her palm inward with her middle, index finger and thumb 

extended and her ring finger and pinky tucked—she blundered the incantation “aditum orbis” but 

the spell worked anyway, accessing the magical network of entertainment and information across 

Pangaea; the verge. The three enchanted gold rings in her left eyebrow glowed, humming softly, 

some of the few reminders she kept from her former life. Common across Pangaea, especially to 

those who wielded magic, many laymen wore the enchanted rings merely as jewelry, or 

adornments as tokens of status. 
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The air in front of her came to life as words and images started streaming by—news reports, 

ads, entertainment programs, morning talk shows, games—a vibrant assault on the senses 

designed to hammer a grateful, self-indulgent audience into an intoxicated stupor. She reached 

out, touching the section she wanted and held it firm with her clawed fingers. Stretching her 

fingers outward, she brought up the morning’s news on last night’s crime reports. She lowered 

the volume by touching the screen on the right-hand side and sliding the now-visible bar 

downward. Several newscasts were silently running at once but she wasn’t interested in those, 

she was reading the news ticker scrolling along the bottom. 

She was looking for something. She always seemed to be looking for something, insatiable in 

that regard. It’s what made her such a good Ranger, and such a bad everything else. 

The morning’s reports flew past in a blur, but as usual lately, nothing about the murders she 

was investigating. Millions of years, thousands of deaths, and she was no closer to the truth. The 

deaths were related, she could feel it, but no one else believed her or cared. She also had a 

feeling they were related to tens of thousands of unexplained disappearances but Pangaea was a 

big place and people came and went as they pleased.  

Aggravated, she waved her hand closing the verge, missing the last segment to come across 

before it faded away when she lowered her head; another mutilated corpse found in the freeport 

city of Cockaigne.  

Like the others, it was drained of all its blood. 

She stared blankly at her alabaster white legs for a long mournful moment, inspecting the fins 

on her arms and legs as if she expected them to just fall off then and there. At least I’m not 
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humanskinning…yet. The glow of the enchanted rings on her fins died down as the magic she 

employed to access the verge faded. 

Part of the Orcinus subclass of her people, or Orca as they are mundanely called, they are the 

apex predators of her people and there is little mundane about them. Most Orcas have a white 

underbelly with black covering most of their backside. She is different, possessing a mostly 

white pelt with black fins, an entirely black left arm, and a large black area covering the left side 

of her face. One of the few things she likes about her evolution is the way she looks. 

The knock on her door woke her from her trance. Likely her partner Cenzo, an Uthurunku 

Great Jaguar. She liked her partner but he was as crooked as they came. Honest with her and the 

work she wanted to do but unapologetically crooked everywhere else. Many City Rangers are 

still nothing more than mercenaries hired to combat pirates and keep the cities’ residents in line. 

Some, like her, actually try to police the streets. Too few to ever get a handle on it though. 

“Intrabit. It’s open.” 

The door disappeared and reappeared after he entered. Rays of light barely cracking through 

the shades lit her darkened apartment just enough she didn’t bother turning on the lights.  

“Ooh, nice…a cathead, very yectli” in reference to the Lamassu girl in her bed. “I like a good 

pussy now and then, too.” Crass, mostly in a humorous manner, she knew he just liked to get 

under being’s hides to keep them off-balance. 

“It’s way too early for the likes of you” smirking at his remark.  

“I brought you some Haoma tea. It’ll help you come down some. You hit the dust pretty hard 

last night” neither judgment nor accusation in his tone, simply explaining his unsolicited 

generosity, which she knew to be rare.  
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It made her immediately suspicious, but she appreciated the tea and the sentiment. 

“Gratias” taking the tea. She sat on the couch across from where he stood, quickly taking a 

crucial sip. “I had the dream again last night.” 

“Yeah, you have that look about you” dismissing it. 

She fished out a silphium cigarette, made from one of Pangaea’s many enchanted herbs, out 

of the stand and lit it with a quick, easy spell. “You really don’t think it means anything?” 

“I think it means you michin are wound way too tight” he teased derogatorily. “And I think it 

means she didn’t do her job right”-motioning to the girl crudely-“Maybe next time you invite 

me, yeah?” 

“You’re a pig” she joked, taking another sip. 

“Hey watch it! That’s offensive to swine” feigning offense. 

“I still don’t know how you can eat them” she said laughing. 

“Hey, as soon as they start talking, I’ll stop eating them…azo zan, maybe.” 

“That joke never gets old.” 

The rays that penetrated through the curtains danced across his face. He slowly waved his 

hands back and forth, playing with the rays. He smiled at her, his sharp carnivorous teeth a sharp 

contrast to his affable demeanor. In the dim light he looked evil, but his eyes told of something 

deeper. “You planning on getting dressed today?” he asked nonchalantly. 

“You developing modesty too, now?” 

“With you? Nah. I just thought you might want to get a jump on the…how do you fishies say 

it…cada- cadaver...ibus?- corpse they found in Cockaigne this morning.” 

“What? I was just on the verge. There was nothing on there about it.” 
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“It just flashed. I got an alert. You probably missed it.” 

The girl stirred and sat up, scratching her shoulder furiously, the telltale sign of bat dust 

withdrawal and a heavy addiction to it. She looked around the room, not even glancing in the 

other occupants’ direction.  

“I’m all out” Fortuna informed her. With that, the girl abruptly stood and walked to the 

bathroom, Cenzo watching her the whole way. 

“She’s a little young for you.” 

“She’s almost two chronons. She’s an adult.” 

“Not by Lamassu standards.” He grinned broadly, cocking his head. 

“Shut up.” 

“So, about your body-” 

“Fine! I’ll get dressed.” 

“Not that one, the one in Cockaigne.” 

“I’ve never been there. What’s it like?” He frowned at her, really? “Pangaea’s a big place! 

Juno didn’t let us out much” she complained.  

Cenzo answered with a shrug. 

“It’s not Lyonesse.” She rolled her eyes. “I’m just sayin’ it could be worse.”  

“What’s your sudden interest anyway? You never cared about this case at all. No one does, 

as long as it’s just humanskinners and mutates dying.” 

“Hey, I’m just trying to help out my partner” countering defensively. 

“Cauldronshit! You have no interest in helping me with that. You’re just trying to get me out 

of Julfar. What devious scheme do you have planned?” 
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“Who ne?” he asked melodramatically. “Nullus.” 

She gave him the; I know you’re lying to me cause you really suck at it and you’re trying to 

oversell it so I can’t tell, look. “And that’s not how you use that word. Stick to butchering your 

own dialect.” 

“Okay, okay. Nothing you need to worry about.” 

She eyed him pointedly but let it go. “I’ll have to portal over. Creator’s Mercy, I hate those 

things” she cursed again. Which was one of the reasons she rarely travelled out of Julfar. Atlantis 

only had one portal, and it was only ever used by ambassadors and traders carefully selected by 

the Queen-Mother herself. City to city portals were far more powerful and dangerous than the 

superfluous local portals; a recently developing trend in all the trade cities’ architecture. 

“You got a mouth on you this morning” he faux-complained. “Take the ferry, then.” 

“Wow. You really want me out of the way for a while, don’t you?” 

“Hey, I’m just trying to look out for you. It’s barely a day’s voyage.” When she rolled her 

eyes, he added “I could cut you in you know. It’s always there.” 

“Vade! Get out!” snapping at him, though not as angry as she sounded. 

“Fine” his body sagging in mock surrender, he started for the door. 

“Be careful, whatever it is.” 

“Will you relax? We’re just going after some adder stone, that’s it.” 

“You expect me to believe that stupid two-faced...pistris”-digging for the word-“is just going 

after some cheap rocks to power his ship?” 

“First”-turning to face her-“that’s not nice. You know how sensitive he is about his faces. 

Second, you’re Atlantean too and should know better” clearly avoiding calling her a mutate like 
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his Selachii friend she had just insulted. “And third, there’s an adder shortage.” Adder stone and 

ore, generally used to power basic items like housing, transport vehicles, and ships, was the most 

abundant and common of all enchanted ores, and the most basic currency on Pangaea. “Rumors 

are flying that the Thulean Dwarves are making some kinda’ power play. I’m actually doing 

some good here with this one.” She rolled her eyes at him, shaking her head, but he continued 

undaunted, trying desperately to justify his actions to her and failing miserably. “Hey, I’m just 

saying we can’t have ships and buildings falling out of the sky. Or wagons stuck by the side of 

the road with food spoiling away. I mean, what are we gonna do…put wheels on ‘em?” The 

notion of wheels on carts and the like was laughable to most Pangaeans. Some had tried selling 

the idea, as a way of reducing the overall dependency on magic, but the masses rejected it 

outright as classless and mundane. 

“Okay, now you’re being obnoxious. Get out! And be careful.” 

“Yes, mama” he replied, before stepping through the door. 

“I’ll send you a missive if I find anything solid” she yelled as the door reformed. But she 

never had. Not in all her years. 

The only thing that could committing the heinous crimes was a Nosferatu but they were all 

gone. Banished long ago by the Creator himself. Her superiors believed it was just some 

unrelated mutate and humanskin hating zealots killing at random but she knew different. 

Her nightmarish visions told her as much.  

She knew that somehow, somewhere deep inside herself, it was all related to her other 

recurring dream. The nightmare about the end of all life on Pangaea. 
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#2# 

The early morning bombing of the main section of Enchanted Emporium—one of Julfar’s 

largest suppliers of mystical items—by the anti-magic terrorist group known as Sans Magiká, 

threatened to further ruin Fortuna’s already chaotic morning. She had a hard time remembering 

where she left her weapons, blamed the young Lamassu for trying to steal them, then mid-

argument remembered where she left them, but not before dislocating the girl’s shoulder.  

She gave the girl a sufficient supply of adder stone to go to the clinic to get her arm healed, 

plus a large sum left over to buy enough baetylus dust to get high for days, hoping that would be 

enough to keep the whole thing quiet. Not that there would be any punishment from any fallout, 

she just didn’t want the hassle, or anymore damage to her credibility. 

On her way to retrieve her weapons she heard and felt the explosion, like being hit by a 

strong wave at high tide. Then saw the fire and smoke just a few blocks away. For a moment, she 

considered ignoring the blast but knew she couldn’t, people might need help. Habitually, she 

cursed the Creator and sprinted to the site.  

When she arrived, there were already emergency response teams on-site, including Hy-Brasil 

Rangers and a senior City Officer. Victims stumbled around in a daze, as responders rushed 

about trying to get the situation under control. Images of chaos and destruction flashed through 

Fortuna’s mind again but she quickly shook it off. 

“What’s happening” she asked the senior officer. 

“Ranger Fortuna!” he exclaimed in genuine surprise. “Not often an ESR graces us with her 

presence.”  

Ignoring the quip “How can I help, commander?” she asked pointedly. 
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“We’re good here but the fires are magical in nature. The fire and watercasters can’t get ‘em 

under control. With all these damned news teams and bystanders upcasting recordings to the 

Creator-forsaken verge, they’re scrambling the elemental currents. It’s making their task that 

much more difficult.” 

“I’ll see what I can do.” 

“I’m sure they’ll appreciate it.” 

“Looks like you guys could use some help” she told the senior firecaster. Mages were a 

generally obnoxious lot. Direct control over the natural elements was highly regarded as the 

purest form of magic and it made most of them understandably conceited. 

“Yes, all we can get” the Devi answered, her four arms held in a firm pose as she fought to 

stop the fire from spreading. Her four hands glowed, yellow heat like the sun emanating from 

them as some of the residual energy she called upon dripped onto the floor, scalding the stone 

surface of the street. “I did not realize you were a Mage, Ranger Fortuna.” 

“Technically, I’m not. Not fully trained anyway. But I do have some control over the water.” 

Fortuna was a swordserer pure and simple: the most common use of magic, Mages (elemental) 

and Warlocks (hex), generally became warriors as they were able to channel their energies 

through powerful hilts to “create” the blades or channel it through swords, axes, and other such 

weapons. While Fortuna had the raw power to master wizardry and become a powerful Magus or 

Shaman, she often wasted her energies on sorcery, learning the art of what is commonly called 

swordsery. Cenzo called her an action junkie, claimed it was her true vice, not dust. Only that 

she was at one time Juno’s favorite daughter earned her a reprieve from the beatings and 

punishments anyone else would have assuredly received for failing to achieve her full potential. 
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“Of course” the Devi said, her tone revealing it should have been obvious. 

“Not all Atlanteans do.” 

“But a Firstbourne Atlantean does.” 

Fortuna smiled. “I can’t call it forward—well, I can…but it hurts” she said sheepishly, a wry 

smile forming on her lips-“I can, however, more easily add my power to theirs” she informed, 

motioning to the watercasters. 

“All of them?”  

“Yes.” 

The Devi let out a sharp whistle. “Must be nice being a Firstbourne.” 

“It usually is” Fortuna smiled. “What about the other sections?” 

“They got lucky. The fire did not spread.” 

“Thank the Creator for small miracles.” 

A building separated into multiple sections, with sections often hovering several meters 

above or even kilometers away, requiring mini-portals to get from one part to the next was the 

latest magical fad sweeping Pangaea over the last twenty million years. Like most fads involving 

magic, it started in the free trade city Punt in the independent Ikenga province of Ta Netjer, but 

the Lamassu trade city of Julfar was close behind. Had any of the emporium’s portals been 

active, the fire could have easily spread to any or all its sections. Or worse, it could have forced 

open portals all over Pangaea and spread the fire throughout the entire planet. 

Finding a calm spot amid the chaos, Fortuna dropped to one knee and placed her opposite 

hand on the ground with her index finger tucked, immediately entering an entranced state. Her 

enchanted rings lit up bright yellows and oranges, humming with raw power, as minuscule bits 
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of barely-visible yellow light came to life before her. The air around her became charged with 

electricity. All the attention paid to the fires turned to her, access to the verge dying out as she 

pulled all the available energies to herself—both elemental and hex. She did not normally use 

hex magic, but like all Firstbourne, she could easily access it whenever she needed to. Many 

turned away, finding it difficult to look at her directly as she began to glow. Though the light 

emanating from her was soft, like moonlight, the power behind it made it blinding. 

She lent her power to the watercasters, their spells doubling in intensity. Then doubling 

again, finally allowing them to dampen the flames and the firecasters to take control of it. 

Slowly, the fire started to wane. 

“There it is… there it is. We have it!” a firecaster exclaimed excitedly as congratulatory 

cheers rang out. 

She helped for about another fifteen minutes, then as other Rangers and help arrived, she 

excused herself. Fortunately, the senior officer did not chastise her in public for not having her 

weapons. Though she was an Elite Senatorial Ranger, she operated out of Julfar and technically 

fell under its jurisdiction. She was certain she would get a missive about it at some point. Being 

Fortuna only bought her so much leeway. 

 

*** 

 

She arrived at Tethys’ Ithaa (Mother of Pearl), the “it” spot on Pangaea and the envy of every 

city. Under normal circumstances, someone of her current circumstances would never be 

allowed into the posh establishment unless they were on duty, however, not only was she former 
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Atlantean nobility but as luck would have it she unintentionally saved the owner’s nephew from 

a group of local thugs. Better to be lucky than smart she thought at the time.  

The thugs later tried to retaliate but were neither lucky nor smart. 

Tethys’ Ithaa maintained a land-based entrance near the port but the restaurant/club was 

located several hundred meters off shore and one hundred meters deep in Tethys Cove. The 

establishment split into five sections: the bar and dance area above, the kitchen and service areas 

in the middle below the bar, and three eating locations surrounding the kitchen, each with its own 

unique motif and menu. Patrons took mini-portals to get to each location but unlike standard 

portals which transported the user instantly, the patrons had to walk about a dozen meters 

between each portal.  

They were rewarded for their efforts with a dazzling magical light show and incredible 

underwater scenery which always included a monstrous sea-creature or two. Once attacked by a 

kraken, the city’s regent, Shezmu, saved the restaurant by fending it off himself. Rumors persist 

Aje-Shaluga, his Puntese rival, sent the kraken but that was never proven. 

Fortuna portaled in, retrieved her sunsabre, her one-of-a-kind Atlantean aqueoustaff Cetus, 

and her credentials from behind the bar. 

“Your torches are back there” he told her, motioning behind the bar while he tended to the 

breakfast crowd. Already getting started, she thought with more than just a hint of jealousy. 

“Thanks, Ida” she said to the Naga—a four-armed, sea serpent-like being with an elongated 

tail—remembering to tip him for keeping her weapons safe. Quickly portaling out, she ran for 

the ferry. 
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The wait and the line for the ferry longer than Fortuna wanted either to be, she 

commandeered passage aboard a cargo vessel called the Red Son, in a rare flaunting of her 

authority. Shipping remained the safest, cheapest, and sometimes only way to transport goods 

and people since almost all magical or enchanted items, especially ore and especially in high 

quantities, interfered with portals. Usually with bad, sometimes catastrophic, results. Moreover, 

it was the only way many could afford to travel, portals used mainly by the wealthy or 

government officials. 

She assured the nervous captain, a Goblin named Sirsir, who wore a defeated, worn-out look 

like an old hat, that she did not care about whatever law he might be breaking or illicit cargo he 

might be smuggling into Cockaigne. They traded in all goods and nothing was illegal but they 

charged large tariffs on magical items used explicitly as narcotics and that is likely what he was 

trying to avoid. A dangerous proposition. And though they paid the Hy-Brasil to prevent 

precisely what she suspected was happening here, and she had come down hard on many who 

have tried it, she currently had larger concerns. Besides, Julfar was her jurisdiction not 

Cockaigne. Moreover, the desperate-looking Goblin looked like he needed a break, so she 

decided to give him one. 

Like most Goblins, Sirsir had a dark blue stone-like looking skin that was coarse to the touch, 

to most species at least. He had the telltale wings common to most Goblins but like all he could 

not fly. Cruelly they were little more than decoration unless Goblins trained to use them as 

weapons. He still had sharp claws but she noticed the talons on his feet had been filed down, 

either out of vanity or a punishment for offending someone powerful. Likely the latter, 
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considering how bad a job was done of it. Even his antlers seemed to droop under the weight of 

his misery. 

She briefly considered asking him if he had any dust as part of his cargo but thought better of 

it. The authority she received as an Elite Senatorial Ranger, being more respected than City 

Rangers, mattered to her. Moreover, she was still known as a former Lady of Atlantis, and 

though she tried furiously to convince herself it didn’t matter anymore, that remained a self-

delusional lie. 

Fortuna watched, trying hard to suppress her excitement, as they prepared to depart the 

bustling port. The harbor buzzed with activity as ships entered and left both on the water and in 

the air—their large sails either being secured or cut loose to catch the wind, depending on 

whether the ship was entering or leaving. 

The crew included various species, including three Atlanteans; two Selachii sharks and a 

beautifully evolved Otariid sealion, with four arms like their male counterparts: Rosmarii 

walruses. The Otariid mutate—with legs instead of the elongated tail with fins common to the 

three Atlantean subspecies—was an odd sight outside Atlantis since Otariids and Rosmarii had 

remained immune to evolution. Until now apparently. When did that happen and how did I miss 

it? she wondered painfully, a time when she knew everything that transpired within her former 

empire. They recognized her when she boarded and bowed, as most exiled Atlanteans still did, 

but otherwise kept their distance.  

The Red Son, like all the ships, was constructed of enchanted woods and stone, and powered 

both by magic and Olympian magi-engineering: the Olympians forced to surrender some of their 

mysticological secrets as a concession at the end of the First War.  
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The Red Son, though not a particularly beautiful ship, seemed sturdy and heavily armed. 

With tall masts and powerful sails, Fortuna noticed it was not equipped to go into space as many 

ships were. It could fly if it had to but that was expensive and both the Red Son and her captain 

did not look like they had adder to spare.  

Finally, they left the bay and hit the wide-open Tethys Sea, the crew immediately breaking 

out into a contagiously merry chantey Fortuna easily recognized. It told the tale of how the great 

Ocean-Mother, Panthalassa, and her counter-part, Pangaea; the great Earth-Father, came together 

on their wedding night and created all the wild animals and flora that covered the land and sea, at 

the behest of the Creator himself. 

The moment the sea air hit her face, she felt her soul reinvigorated much more than any 

amount of dust ever could. It felt like it had been a million years since she last took to the sea but 

in truth, a truth she did not realize until that moment, it had been much longer. Avoiding it both 

out of fear that a pure Atlantean might see her and a sort of self-imposed exile. A punishment for 

allowing herself to be tainted by evolution. She tried convincing herself that she didn’t miss it, 

but that too was a bad lie, and so the dust helped her forget. She spent a lot of mental energy 

lying to herself, but at least I managed to improve at it greatly over the years. She buried her 

dark thoughts, letting the weightlessness that came with the earth falling away from beneath her 

as the ship left port, seize hold of her. 

She could feel every fiber in her Atlantean body begging for her to undress and return to her 

natural home. She fought the urge, instead cautiously finding the eyes of the other Atlanteans as 

they in turn searched hers. All of them seeking permission from one another, in their silent pain-
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filled looks, to be what they had been since the dawn of time. To be allowed to return to what 

they were before Baal’s wicked, selfish act took it all away from them.  

She smiled at them and nodded, and they nodded back, giving her the permission she rarely 

sought and believed she no longer needed…or could obtain.  

She jumped to the railing of the main deck near the ratlines, grabbed a rope and let herself 

dangle from it, allowing her fingertips to kiss the top of the water, only occasionally letting her 

hand sink fully in. Her dinosaur-hide Ranger cloak flapped freely in the wind, promising to take 

her away from the mortal realm and carry her back to the ethereal realm where all immortals 

truly belonged.  

If Cenzo could see the smile on her face he would laugh at her. But not in his characteristic 

scornful manner. He would not dare. Not if he saw her this happy. He would laugh with joy for 

her, probably for the first time in his life.  

Finally, she closed her eyes and let her aching spirit soar. 
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